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(chorus)
You can't dep on mi spliff because mi spliff dep
already
You can't dep on mi spliff mi have the hash-ish leb and
sensi
Yes people smoke the herb yeah all over the world
some bway
Name peter and girl name pearl. (repeat)

All the weed ina the world belongs to you and me
It isn't man made it is here naturally (repeat)
(chorus)
A man a fix him price so then a man a loose him life
A man loose him life because a man a fix him price
A man fix his price so then a man a loose him life
The police will say no it is pure pappy show well their
the
Best ina the buisness
(chorus)

For centuries and centuries man has used the herb for
leisure
For pleasure do not disturb. (repeat)

Various parts of the world it is called by many names
such as
Pot, grass, sensimila, trush-en-peng, marijuana, hear
me now
Cannabis

Rock me now lambsbread save me now green weed
(repeat) green weed
(chorus)
So mek me bun up a draw you don't't have to go far but
when it
Lick you you will baul out lord, (repeat)
Yes we bun it in a pipe yes we bun it in a pipe have two
draw
A new meaning of life (repeat)
(chorus)
Now we well satisfied we both gone slant eyed it's a
wonderful
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Feeling and I tell you no lie (repeat)

(chorus)
Now we well satisfied we both gone slant eyed it's a
wonderful
Feeling and I tell you no lie (repeat)
And we walk and a trot we a chat bout this and that if
you have
A good draw nothing nah beat that (repeat)
(chorus)
Fade out on sensi
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